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0. INTRODUCTION 
ONE object of the present paper is to show that short of a “small abelian error term” the 
periodization functor X + PAX with respect to any suspension A = ZA’ preserves 
homotopy fibration sequences. (See Section 1 for a discussion of PA). Explicitly, for any map 
g, the homotopy fiber of the natural map from the periodization of the homotopy fiber of 
g to the fiber of its periodization is always a GEM for such an A. More generally, the 
f-localization function X + L,X with respect to double suspensions f = Z’f”, preserves 
homotopy fibration sequences up to a “generalized Postnikov stage”. This implies as 
a special case that Bousfield’s homological localization functor LE with respect to any 
general homology theory E, preserves fibrations of the form R’F -+ R2E + Q2B up to 
polyGEM. Moreover, the p-localization of this polyGEM error term at any prime p, has at 
most three non-vanishing homotopy groups. In other words, for p-local theories the error 
term is rather small and lives in three dimensions typical to the given theory. These results 
are based on the following general “technical” theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let f: A + D be any map of connected spaces and X any space. 
(1) If L,,X = * then Lz2,X is a (weak) product of possibly infinitely many Eilen- 
berg-MacLane spaces K(G, n) with G abelian (GEM). 
(2) If F -+ E + B is any Jibration with L,,E N L,,B 2: * then L,,F N GEM. 
The first part of Theorem A and Theorem D below generalize similar results of Bousfield 
[S] where D is assumed to be a point and A is assumed to be a p-torsion space with some 
restriction on its cohomology in the bottom dimension, in that case the GEM in question is 
an Eilenberg-MacLane space. 
The control gained on the behavior of fibration sequences under localization allows us 
to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let F + X + B be a Jibration of pointed spaces and LKcn) the homological 
localization functor with respect to Morava K-theory K(n), where n > 0. Then up to an error 
term with at most three homotopy groups in dimensions n - 1, n, n + 1 the functor 
LKcn) preserves the double loop of the given$bration. [See 0.1 for definitions]. More generally 
for any p-torsion homology theory EZ/pZ, there exist an integer 1 I d I co such that 
LEZIpz preserves any double-loop Jibration up to an error term with non-trivial homotopy 
groups only in dim d - 1, d, d - 1. 
Standard examples how that these three “homotopy groups of the error term” arise 
non-trivially in homological ocalization. See (5.8) below. The rest of the paper prepares the 
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background for the proof of Theorem B which is given in Section 5. On the way to prove 
Theorem B we prove three basic theorems about the behavior of loops space functor and 
general fibration sequences under localizations of various types. 
Dejnition 0.1. We say that the co-augmented functor X --*LX = L,X preserves the 
fiber sequence F + E -+ B over the pointed space B up to a (poly) GEM if the natural map 
c into the homotopy fiber of LE + LB 
t : LF -+ fiberfLE + LB) 
has a homotopy fiber J that is a (poly)GEM: Namely, the fiber J is a possibly infinite 
product of E-M-spaces K(G, if with G abelian group (or can be gotten from GEM’s by 
a finite sequence of fibrations see (0.2) below.) The natural map is given by universality and 
the fact the homotopy fiber is f-local by (1.10) below. 
Example. For the standard loop space fibration RX --, * 3 X the above homotopy 
fiber J is the fiber of Lf2X + RLX. 
Definition 0.2. We define the full subcategory of polyGEMs as follows: It is the smallest 
full subcategory of spaces that contains all GEM spaces i.e. all (possibly infinite) products of 
Eilen~rg-Ma~Lane K(G, i) with G abelian groups, and is closed under taking homotopy 
fibers of maps. The class of polyGEMs is filtered naturally as follows: 
A 1-polyGEM is a GEM. If IV, + IV, is a map of k-polyGEMs then the homotopy fiber is 
a (k + l)-polyGEM. 
Let us now formulate the three main consequences of Theorem A above when coupled 
with the technique of [S, 91, see Section 1 for definitions. 
THEOREM C. Let A = CA’ be any suspension space and let X be any simply connected 
space. Then the homotopy ~ber J of the natural map o 
o : P,QX --+ QP,X 
is a GEM. In other words, PA commutes with R up to a GEM. moreover, J is A-local and 
PA,J N (*>. 
Remark. For a given space A’ of finite type it is a simple matter to determine the 
ZA’-local GEM’s which localize to {*} under PA,. 
THEOREM D. Let A = ISA’ be any suspension. Then PA preserves anyjbration sequence 
up to a GEM error term J. Therefore, PA, preserves up to a GEM any loop fibration 
QF + fiE + QB for any space A’. The GEM error term J is A-local and PA’ kills it: PA, J z *. 
And finally, we have the following results. 
THEOREM E. For any map g: A -+ D of connected spaces the functor L, preserves the 
double loops of any jbration sequence: R2F + fi2E 4 Q’B, up to a polyGEM error term $Z2J 
which is g-local and satisjes L,J = *. 
If one applies (E) to the standard loop space fibration one gets using (1.4): 
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COROLLARY. When localizing with respect to a double suspension of any map the difirence 
between to localization of the loop of X and the loop of the localization of X is always 
a polyGEM. 
Remarks. (1) Notice the non-example for Theorem A for non-suspensions: If A is an 
acyclic space then P,,A N A even if PA A N *. As a simply connected counterexample when 
A is not a suspension one can take A = X = BS3. By Zabrodsky’s theorem [14] the null 
component of map,(BS3, BS3) is contractible. Therefore, BS3 is C&?-periodic: So in this 
case PrAX 1: X, but PAX N * and BS3 is not a GEM. So we cannot dispense with some 
assumption on A in order to allow the deduction in Theorem A: 
PAX N * *PxAX N GEM. 
(2) It is not hard to construct examples in which PxI,(CA) has non-trivial homotopy in 
infinitely many dimensions. Take A to be the wedge of all Moore spaces MP(Z/pZ). p r 2 
then P~I_,E A is the product of all K(Z/pZ,p - 1) p 2 2 when p is a prime. 
(3) It was shown by Casacuberta nd Peschke [7] that the localization with respect o 
the degree p map between circles does not behave as nicely, that map of course is not 
a suspension. Still it can be partly understood using homology with local coefficients. 
(4) We were unable to determine whether the polyGEM in (E) is in fact a GEM. 
The rest of the paper is devoted mostly to proofs. In Section 1 we review the properties 
of localization that will be used in this paper. We then prove Theorem A in the second 
section and (C)-(E) in sections three and four. The last section concludes with the proof of(B). 
We work in the category of C W-complexes, mostly pointed. 
1. A QUICK REVIEW OF HOMOTOPY LOCALIZATION WITH RESPECT TO A MAP 
We recall from [6, S-101 several basic properties of L, and PA where A is any space and 
f: A + D any map. We will generally assume that f is a map of connected spaces. 
Given a map f: A + D we say that a space X is f-periodic (or f-local) if the following map 
of free function complexes 
map(f; X) : map(D, -JO -, ma&t X) 
is a homolopy equivalence. A map g : X + Y is an f-equivalence if for any f-periodic space 
T it induces an equivalence of free function complexes map(g, T). The case when f is the 
trivial map f: W + *(or * + W) is very special and has nicer properties. We feel with [6] 
that it deserves a special notation. If W is connected an W-periodic space X satisfies 
map,( W, X) 2: * for any choice of base point in W and X. We are inclined to follow 
a suggestion of Dan Kan and call such a space “W-null”. If W = S”+ ‘, the (n + l)-sphere, 
then an W-null space is an n-Postnikov stage with Q”+ ‘X N *, while nOX, n1 X, . . . , n,X are 
arbitrary with respect o any base point of X. 
Given any spaces W, A, D, X and a map f: A + D there exist co-augmented functors 
X + L,X and X --, PlyX that send X into an f-periodic space L,X, or W-null space PlyX 
(where we use Pw as a special notation for Lcw _ I) in part because its properties generalize 
the corresponding properties of the Postnikov section functor P,). X + L,X is initial 
among all maps X + T to f-local spaces T, i.e. spaces with the function complex map: 
map(f; T): map@, T) -, map(A, T) (1.1) 
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being a weak equivalence. The co-augmentation X -+ L/X is also terminal among all maps 
X + T which become equivalences upon taking their function complexes to any f-local 
space, i.e. among allf-equivalences as defined above. 
This universality implies immediately that the localization map c : X -+ L,X is com- 
pletely characterized by the following property: It is a naturalf-equivalence into anf-local 
space. 
Caution (terminology): We apologize for being still unable to settle on a uniform 
terminology. It is well within the tradition of homotopy theory (Quillen, Gabriel-Zismann, 
Dwyer-Kan, Bousfield) and algebra to refer the functors that invert a set of maps, rendering 
them equivalence as ~oc~~izutio~~~cto~s. This includes localization (away from a prime p) 
when inverting the map p : E --f b or p : S + S”. On the other hand, in the case of homotopy 
theory certain localization functors are closely associated with u,-periodicity and where 
called by Pete Bousfield “periodization”. In this terminology we say that a pointed space 
X is “A-periodic” if.map,(A, X) N + for some pointed space A. Still we are somewhat 
unhappy with this latest example and we often call such a space X “A-null’. We do not feel it 
is reasonable to call the functor that turns X into an A-null space “nullification” and prefer 
to call it “localization” or “A-localization”. 
For the above reasons and examples we will use interchangeably in the present paper 
f-periodic,f-local to refer to a space X with map& X) a homotopy equivalence for some 
f: A + B and we refer to the functor L, as globalization (in fact localization away from 
f-torsion) or f-periodization. Similarly a space X with map,@, X) will be called A-local, 
A-null or A-periodic. 
Homotopy localization: We emphasize that the functors Lf for various maps f are the 
most general co-augmented homotopy idempotent functors known at present. It is possible 
that under mild assumptions any co-augmented idempotent functor is L, for some5 For 
a proper choice off we get any homological localization: Choose f to be the wedge of all 
homology isomorphisms between spaces of some bounded cardinality [3,8], (proof of 5.1 
below). Also Quillen’s “plus construction” X + X + is a special case (51.1 below). We 
proposed that terms ~o~o~opy ~~culizutio~ with respect o f or~~e~~o~~zatio~ functors, for 
those universal constructions. 
Pointer, ~~poi~te~: The above functors L,, PA are defined both in the pointed and 
unpointed categories of spaces. The latter is especially convenient (but not crucial) when 
considering the construction of fiber-wise localization where the fibers do not have a con- 
tinuous choice of base points. In any case the functor IL, can be defined in either the pointed 
or unpointed category of spaces and its value for connected A, D, and X does not depend, 
up to homotopy, on the choice of the category in which one works. (Sp or y*). The pointed 
and unpointed function complexes are related through fibration 
map&X) -+ map(A, X) -+ x 
which, for connected X, show that the notions off-local, A-null, etc. are the same in the 
pointed and unpointed categories. 
Being defined on the unpointed category and being homotopy functor it has an 
associatedfiberwise localization functor that turns any tibration sequence F + E + B into 
a fibration sequence LfF + E” -+ B. C&4.5,8,9] 
Basic properties of I;, and Pw: In addition Lf (or Pw) enjoys the following properties. 
(We assume for convenience that all spaces are connected). 
(1) There is a natural equivalence L,(X x Y)*Lf(X) x Lr( Y) [6,9,2.1]. 
(2) Every fibration sequence over a connected space B, F -+ E + B with L, F z * gives 
a homotopy equivalence L,E &LfB [9, Theorem 31 
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(3) The localization of a loop space is a loop space in a natural way and there is 
a natural equivalence of loop spaces: L,RX N sZL,,X [9,2.3,6]. 
(4) If P,X is the homotopy fiber of X + PlyX then P,@,X) z *. Similarly _ 
L,L,,X rr. *. (Notice Cf) [9,4.1]. 
(5) If F -+ E -+ B is a fiber sequence and B is W-null then PWF + PWE + B is also 
a fiber sequence. This immediately implies that the same holds if PzwB ‘v P,B and that 
Prw preserves the fibration if F is W-null. [9, Section 4, 6) (3.2). 
(6) For any diagram &, L, hocolim & = L, hocylim L/X, and in particular L,X z * 
implies L,Z’X N * for all k [immediate] [9]. 
(7) If L,X - * and Pw Y - * then L, .wX A Y - *) [6, lo]. 
(8) If PwB N * and PBC N * then PlyC N * [immediate] [6, lo]. 
(9) If for all tl EZX(CI) iff-local where X(a) is a member of an Z-diagram 8 indexed by 
a small category I, then so is hopm X. Moreover, in any fibration with W-null base and fiber 
the total space is also W-null [immediate]. 
(10) If Y is an n-connected GEM then so is L, Y for any f: A + D. [9, Thm 91 
(11) Localization commutes up to homotopy with an arbitrary disjoint union. If X is 
connected then so is L,X. Iff is a map of connected spaces and L,X is connected then 
so is X. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We can assume that X is a connected space by looking at each component. For the 
proof of A we consider of course the general ocalization with respect o a mapf: A -+ D of 
connected spaces. With a proper choice of .f we can get L, to be any homological 
localization, [3, S] and (5.1). Recall property (3) LSZX = RL,,X so our assumption in (A) is 
L,RX 1: *, in particular RX is connected and X is simply connected. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf L,RX N *, then the natural map Lrzf(X v X) + Lxl,(X x X) in an 
equivalence. Under this condition L,I,X is an injinite loop space. 
Proof: We start our proof with recalling [11] that the homotopy fiber of the natural 
inclusion i: X v X + X x X is homotopy equivalent o the join RX&X N Z(QX A QX) 
for any pointed connected C W-complex X. Therefore, by property (2) in order to show that 
LZZf(i) is a homotopy equivalence it is sufficient o show that Lxa,(RX*RX) 2 *. But by 
property (7) we always have the implication L,A N * + Lx,&l 2: *. Since, in general 
X* Y 2: C(X A Y) it is sufficient to show that L,,(RX A flX) N *. For this we use 
property (7). 
Since L,RX N * by assumption so RX is connected since both A and D are by property 
(11). Thus Ps,RX N *. Using property we get Lsl ,JRX A QY) N *, where S’ is the 
1 -sphere, as needed. 
We proceed to show that the natural equivalence LZ1,(X v X) + L,z,(X x X) implies 
that L,z,X is an co-loop space. 
For this we use [l, 141. Namely we construct a special I-space X, with X0 2: *, X1 N X. 
First we construct a “non-special” F space X, by setting 2, = VnX, the point-sum of 
n-copies of X. If S is a pointed finite set we really take the half smash Xs = XKS which we 
write with a slight abuse of notation as VsX. Clearly for any map of finite pointed sets 
S -+ T we have a corresponding map V, X -+ V, X so X, is a functor from the category of 
finite sets to spaces with 8, + = 8, = pt. The only condition of “special” F-space that is not 
satisfied by 2, is that the map 8, + X x ... x X 1 (n-times) is not a homotopy equivalence. 
But now we define X, = L,z, X,, since LZzs is functorial we get a F-space. This r-space 
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X, is special because we have the equivalence: 
L,l, yx rlJL,Z,X. 
( > 
Namely, by the first part of our lemma we get the desired equivalence from the multiplica- 
tive property of L, property 1 LJ( W x W’) = L, W x L, W’ for any fand W, W’. 
This concludes the proof of 2.1. 0 
We now proceed with proof of Theorem A. 
By Lemma 2.1 we can write LZ2,X N RY. We saw above that 0X is connected and X is 
simply connected. Therefore, so is L,z, X, we conclude that Y is simply connected. 
Consider map,(Z’X, Y). We claim it is contractible . This is true since any map 
XX -+ a Y = L,I,X factors through L,z, XX. But since L,,X g * by assumption, the latter 
is equivalent o a point by property 7. Similarly, any map CkX + &2 Y must be null for all 
k 2 1. Therefore, the condition of Bousfield’s key lemma (2.2) are satisfied, Y being simply 
connected. Thus any map X + R Y = LE2/ X factors uniquely through SPkX for all k 2 1. 
Because of the uniqueness of the factorization we can conclude that the factorizations are 
compatible for various k. Therefore, we get a factorization through the infinite symmetric 
product of X for the co-augmentation on X: 
SP”X 
/* 1 
x -+ L,Z,X 
If we now apply Lx,, to this triangle, using Lrl/Lr2/ - N L,I, we get that LrzlX is 
a homotopy retract of LZl(SP”X). But property 10 asserts that L, turns any GEM into 
a GEM and since a retract of a GEM is a GEM we are done. In a similar fashion one proves 
the relative version A(2) (see [lo]). 
BOUSFIELD’S KEY LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a connected space, and let Y be a simply connected 
space. Assume map,(E’X, Y) z *. Then map,(X,n Y)rmap,(SPkX,R Y) for any k 2 1. 
[S, Section 6.91. 
Remark 2.3. A way to understand (2.2) is to interpret it as saying that the space ZSPkX 
can be built by successively gluing together copies of C/X for e 2 1 with precisely one copy 
for 8 = 1. Since the higher suspension C 2’jX(j 2 0) will not contribute anything to 
map,(ZZSP’X, Y) we are left with map,(I;X, Y). But this statement although true as shown 
elsewhere by the first author is stronger than 2.2. 
More precisely, it can be easily seen by adjunction of the conclusion of (2.2) that (2.2) is 
equivalent o the following: 
For any space X the suspension of the Thorn-Dold map: XX + ZSP’X induces 
a homotopy equivalence Pxzx(t) upon localization with respect to the double suspension of X. 
In fact the same holds for the James functor JkX and other cases. 
This is a correct reformulation because by universality (1.1) a map t induces a homotopy 
equivalence on the f-localization iff it becomes an equivalence upon taking the function 
complex of t into any f-local space. In this form (2.2) can be verified using property 6 and 
a homotopy colimit presentation of the Dold-Thorn functors in [6,6.4], and using the fact 
that the inclusion x(X v X + Xx X) becomes an equivalence after localization with 
respect o the double suspension of X. 
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This fact follows since C(X xX) N ZX v CX v X*X and (property 7) 
PZZx(X*X) N PZx n s,(ZX A X) N *. Now use (property 6) in the form: 
PA( Yr v Y,) = PA(PA YI v PA YZ) for A = x2X. 
3. COMMUTING FIBRATIONS AND LOCALIZATIONS 
Our arguments in proving that L, and Pw nearly preserve fibrations rest on the 
following diagram of pointed spaces where B is connected and in which one took homotopy 
fibers over base points: 
- 
Y -x- LE - LB 
1 1 1 1 
QB-F-E-B (3.1) 
1 1 1 1 
RLB - X - LE - LB 
Here L is L, a localization functor for some mapf, and L( -) denotes the homotopy fiber of 
the coaugmentation. Let X,X, Y be the appropriate homotopy fibers that render every 
sequence of two colinear arrows a fiber sequence. We use (3.1) in cojunction with definition 
0.1. Namely, the natural map F + X is a map F + fiber (LE + LB). Since by property 9 X is 
f-periodic this map factors uniquely up to homotopy through F + LF. Therefore, we get 
a well-defined homotopy class LF + X or LF -+ fiber (LE + LB), as is required in Defini- 
tion 0.1. Now let us restrict to the case L = PA. In that case the fibration sequence 
X -+ F + X is preserved by L = PA by (property 5) above since X is A-null by (property 9) 
above and all spaces in the sequence are connected by elementary considerations using 
(property 11). Therefore upon taking Pa of that fibration sequence we get a fibration 
P,X+P,F+P,X=X 
or 
PAX + PAF + fiber(P,E + P,B). 
Therefore, PAX is the “error - term” of PA and if PAX is a (poly) GEM then PA preserves 
the fibration F + E + B up to a (poly) GEM by Definition 0.1. 
Thus our main interest in the rest of the paper will be the space LX which is the fiber of 
the map in Definition 0.1 and measures the deviation from preservation of fibration by the 
functor L. We will show that often LX is “small”. 
OBSERVATION 3.2. If a localization jiunctor L = Pa commutes up to homotopy with RB i.e. 
if LRB g RLB, then it will preserve anyjibration over B. Moreover, jor a general localization 
finctor L = L, if we assume in addition L,RE z RL,E and L,RF N aL,F then we can 
conclude that L, preserves the Jibration F + E + B. 
Proof Under the assumption (property 4) implies LY N * for L = PA. Therefore LX 
N LLE by (property 2) above. Since L(LE) 2: *(lS) we get LX z *. But by (property 2) the 
fibration X + F + X is preserved in such case so LF = LX. Since X is local being the fiber 
of a map between two local spaces we are done: LF 2: LX N X. The proof in the general 
case is similar using the second part of (property 4). 
Notice that we get a slight generalization of the condition given in [6,4.3] for preserva- 
tion of fibrations. Notice that in view of (property 3) the condition LRB = RLB is 
equivalent for a connected space B to L,,B 1 L,B. Now, contrary to appearance this last 
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condition is hardly ever true unless B is already&periodic. Here is one exception however. If 
f: S’ + S’ is a self map of the circle then for simply connected space X it is clear that 
L,X = L,,X. In that case L, is the localization at the subring iz[l/r] if deg f= r. 
Therefore, the classical result that the Sillvan-Quillen rationalization functor 
X + X 0 Z [l/n] preserves any fibration of simply connected spaces is a special case of 
observation 3.2. 
The following Theorem C follows directly from (D) that will be proved below. Still we 
provide a short proof that depends only on the first, weaker part of (A). 
THEOREM C. For any simply connected space X, and A = CA’ the homotopyjber J of 
p,nx +np,x 
is a GEM space which is A-null, with P,,J = *. 
Proof: Using (property 3) we get that the map in the theorem is just the loop on the 
following map 
Since PAPrA 2: Pa, (by definition!) the latter map is must the A-localization map: 
PxAX + PAPZAX, on PrAX. By (property 4) the homotopy fiber F (with J = S1F) of the map 
dies under Pa; namely P,F N *. By Theorem A it follows that PxA F is a GEM. (CA = C2A’). 
Now F being the fiber of two CA-null spaces is itself CA-null. Therefore, PTA F = F and thus 
F itself and its loop space RF are GEM. But the loop space of F is precisely the fiber of the 
map in Theorem C. Further properties 3 and 4 applied to the fibration in the theorem 
implies that if P,F = * that P,,J % * as needed. 
Proof of Theorem D. We argue with diagram (3.1) using the second, relative part of 
Theorem A. We now read (3.1) with L = PA, L = PA. By (property 4) we get 
P,P,B N P,i!“E v *. Therefore, (A = CA’) we can use Theorem A to deduce PA_% 2: GEM. 
Notice that x + F + X in diagram (3.1) is a fibration with an A-periodic base space 
X so by (property 5), it is preserved under PA. Thus the fiber of PAF + X = PAX is PAX, an 
A-periodic GEM. Finally, P,.x N * since PA, kills both Y and paE. 
Notice the following generalization of Theorem (A) and inverse to (property 2) that 
follows immediately form theorem (D). 
COROLLARY 3.3. In anyfibration F -+ E --) B that induces an equivalence PZA E + PrAB 
the localization of the jber with respect to the same suspension is a GEM. 
Remark: The second part of D gives, using (property 3), that PZA F 2: PzAE implies 
P,,B 2: *, by backing up the fibration one step, this particular implication can be proved by 
other methods to hold for the most general ocalization functor [lo]. 
4. LOCALIZATION WITH RESPECT TO Z’j 
In this section we apply the above material to the fiber of L,RY + RL, Y and prove 
Theorem E for a general map f: A -+ D and a double loop space Y = n2X. The main 
observation is that the difference between L, and Pc,,, (where C(f) = D u CA = the 
mapping cone off) is anf-local GEM. 
First we make the following simple observation about any cofibration. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. IfA,Dh C is a cojibration with cojiber C = D v CA, then any 
f-local space is C-null and any A-null space is h-local. 
Proof. This is immediate from the definition and the fact that for any space X the 
sequence 
map,(C, X) + map,@, X) + map,(A, X) is a fibration. 
Remark 4.2. Consider a Barratt-Puppe sequence: 
AfDh,C + CA?...,XD + XC -+ X2A + Z2D --+ a.’ . 
As we pick maps and spaces more and more to the right: A, h, XA,C . . . the condition of 
being local or null with respect to these maps and spaces becomes a strictly weaker 
condition. 
As a direct result of (4.1) we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. With the above notations: 
PALh = PA and L,P, = L,. 
We are now ready to prove the very useful lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any map f: A + D thejber of L ,2,X + PrcX is a C2$local GEM that 
localizes to a point under CC, where C is C(f) the mapping cone off: 
Proof. The cofibration sequence depicted above together with Proposition 4.1, show 
that any EC null space is C’f-local. Therefore, (Corollary 4.3) 
PZCLZ212: Pxc. 
Therefore, the following map is CC-localization: 
L,*,X + Pz(1X. 
and (property 4) its fiber F satisfies PzcF - * and F is E2C null being x2 f-local. But by 
Theorem A we get that PrzcF is a GEM. So F = PrzcF is a GEM which is IZ2f local. 
This can be rewritten in a different form. 
COROLLARY 4.5. There is a natural map for any f: 
6: L,cFX + RP,,f,RX 
whose jiber is an f-local GEM. 
Proof Consider the map 
L,2,X -+ PxcX 
given in the proof of the lemma above. Since (property 3) L,RYrSZL,, Y, we can rewrite 
the map as 
with the fiber being Z2C-local GEM. 
Looping it down twice we get the desired map L,R2X + OPcQX with C = C(f) the 
mapping cone for f: But now the fiber is an f-periodic GEM being the double loop of 
a Z’f-periodic space. 
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Remark. The usefulness of 4.4 and 4.5 follows from the fact the Pw, the periodization 
functor behaves much more nicely with respect o fibrations that L, for a general mapf; see 
(properties 4, and 5), (3.3) and D). 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem E, reformulated below for the convenience of the 
reader. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let g : A + D be a map, and F + E PB be a jibration sequence with 
B connected. Then the homotopy fiber A of the natural map 
LF +jber(LE + LB 
where L = Lpg, satisjes 
(1) QA is a polyGEM. 
(2) A is Z’g-local. 
(3) L,A N *. 
Remark. Conditions (l)-(3) force A to be “small” at each prime p, see (5.5). It is likely 
that its p-completion has only two or three homotopy groups just as in Theorem B but in 
order to prove that one might have it reformulate the next section as well as [5] for the 
general ocalization functor L,. Here is one useful corollary which may hold under a weaker 
assumption. 
COROLLARY 4.6.1. Zf Y is a polyGEM then for any g : A + B, the localization of its double 
loop space L,R’Y is again a polyGEM. 
Proof: By property 10 LJGEM) is again a GEM. We now proceed by induction: Let 
W + X + Y be a fibration with L,R’X, L,R2 Y polyGEMs. Now by Theorem 4.6 using 
adjunction R2 Lzzg = L&J2 of (property 3), we get a sequence of fibrations where the 
classification map to RA is gotten using (property 3): 
R2A + L,R2 W + fiber(L,R2X --, L,Q2 Y) + RA. 
Here A is as in 4.5. By 4.6 (1)QA is a polyGEM. Therefore, by the inductive Definition 0.2 
L&I2 W is a polyGEM, as needed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. By (property 9), (2) is immediate. We first deal with (3). 
PROOF OF (3): In diagram (3.1) with L = Lzzg we get in view of (property 3) that Y = fiber of 
(RB + LZeQB) and therefore by (property 4) L, Y = *. Now by (properties 2 and 4) we get 
L,x n. L,(LE) N *. Now consider the diagram of fibrations below which is derived from 
the relevant column in (3.1), turned into the middle row here and A is defined as the 
homotopy fiber in the bottom raw. Notice that X is Z2g-local being a fiber of a map 
between such. 
&,F - LZzeF - 
1 1 ; 
x - F - X 
1 1 1 
A - L,Z,X - x = LpeX 
By a (property 4) again one get L,L rlgF N * and therefore (property 2) L,A N L,k z * as 
needed. 
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4.7 PROCEEDING WITH THE PROOF OF 4.6,: we compare PZccg) with LZlg as follows using 
Lemma 4.4. 
In the following diagram of fibrationfstand for X’g and W for X(g). The diagram is 
gotten in the usual way by backing up from the lower right square in which the vertical 
arrows are W-localization maps in light of (4.3). 
F3 - (GEM)1 - (GEM)2 
1 1 1 
F2 - L,E - LfB (4.8) 
1 1 1 
f’~ - PwE - PwB 
(W= CC(g),f= C%) 
In light of (4.4) the homotopy fibers denoted by (GEM),,(GEM), are in fact GEM 
spaces. 
It follows by definition that F3 is a poly GEM being the homotopy fiber of map between 
GEMS. On the other hand, using Theorem D to compare Pw (fiber) and fiber P&E + B) 
we get the following diagram in which the central vertical sequence measures the difference 
between the fiber of the localization and the localization of the fiber and Fi are from (4.8). 
(W = XC(g)) 
(PolyGEM), - A- (GEM)4 
1 1 1 
(GEM)3 - LF - f PwF (4.9) 
1 1 1 
(PolyGEM) = F3 - F2 - F1 =fiber(P,+(E -+ B)) 
Notice again that diagram (4.9) is gotten by backing up from the lower right square 
taking homotopy fibers. The vertical arrows in that square are this time comparison arrows 
from the localization of the fiber to the fiber of localizations constructed just as in the proof 
of theorem C above according to the demands of Definition 0.1. 
In the above diagram F3 is a polyGEM by Theorem D as we saw in (4.8) and (GEM)4 is 
a GEM since F1 given as fiber of P&E --t B). By (4.4) we get that (GEM)3 is also a GEM, 
backing up the fibration in the top row we conclude therefore that fiA is a polyGEM by 
(Definition 0.2) as needed in (4.6) (1). This completes the proof of (4.6). 
5. HOMOLOGICAL LOCALIZATION OF FIBRATIONS 
We now turn to homological localization LE for a generalized (non connected) homol- 
ogy theory and in particular to mod p complex K-theory and higher Morava K-theories. 
Homological localization as defined by Bousfiled is a special case of homotopy localiza- 
tion with respect o a mapf: V + W. In general the mapfis quite inaccessible since we must 
take the wedge of all possibly homology isomorphism among two spaces with cardinality 
not bigger then a well chosen cardinality 1. This I can be taken as the first infinite cardinal 
with IE,(pt)l < A. 
However, in practice we now know that under quite mild assumption the above map 
fcan be taken to be a well known map such as the Adams map for mod-p K-theory, or 
a map between a wedge circles for integral homology [8]. 
Our concern here is to prove that in certain not-too-restrictive cases, Bousfield 
homological localization “nearly” preserves fibration sequences. In these cases the general 
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fibration Theorem 4.6 specializes to yield a rather small “error term” when localizing double 
loop spaces. It is probable that the same theorem holds even for single loop spaces. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let LK be the homological localization with respect to complex 
mod-p K-theory. Let F + E + B a fibration over a 2-connected pointed space B. Then LK 
nearly preserves the fibration Q2F + Q2E -+ R2B up to an error term J= 
K(H,2) x K(G, 1) x K(S,O) where H is torsion free, G, S are abelian. 
Similarly if LKcnj is the homological localization with respect to Morava K(n) then 
L Kcnj nearly preserves the fibration up to an error term with at most three non vanishing 
homotopy groups in dimensions n + 1, n, n - 1, respectively. 
The proof occupies the rest of the paper see in particular (5.7). Since L,Q2 Y z f2’Lpg Y 
for any simply connected Y, we first consider Lzzg using Theorem 4.6 above and then loop 
down the result. 
We may assume that all the spaces involved are HZ/p-local with respect to usual 
homology since we work at a given prime p and HR-localization preserves any double 
looping fibration. 
Remark and notation 51.1. Condition 4.6(3) leads us to consider E,-acyclic spaces i.e. 
spaces X with LEX N *. It will be convenient to denote by PE the “nullification or 
localization functor with respect o E-acyclic spaces”. Namely PE = Pccaj, where C(g) is the 
mapping cone of g appropriate to E,. In other words PE = P,+(r), where Acy(E) is the 
wedge of all pointed E,-acyclic spaces with cardinality not bigger than _!?.,+S’. For example, 
if E is integral homology then PE is the plus construction of Quillen. Notice that 
PEX ‘v * oLEX = * and this distinguishes LE from a general L,. 
Localization of a polyGEM 
The main tool we need for homological ocalization is Theorem 4.6. In the present case 
we will need to analyse condition (l)-(3) of that theorem and in particular to gain some 
knowledge on the localization of polyGEMS. In general one would hope for a generaliz- 
ation of (property 10) for polyGEMs namely, that when the functor L, is applied to 
a polyGEM the result is still a polyGEM. Luckily we can do with a statement concerning 
the loop space of polyGEM. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let W be a space such that for some integer n andfor any abelian group G one 
has PwK(G,n) N *. If YE Y is a polyGEM then we have vanishing homotopy groups as 
follows: niPwRY N 0. For all i 2 n. 
Remark. It is likely that also KiPw Y N 0 for i 2 n. But in our proof we need to loop 
down once. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let E be any homology theory for which there exists an integer n 2 1 
such that for any abelian group G one has P,K(G,n) N *(i.e. &K(G,n) = 0). If T is 
a polyGEM with RT being E,-local then 71inT N 0 for all i 2 n. 
Proof of Corollary 5.3. By (5.1.1) for E we have a space Wwith PE = Pw that satisfies the 
conditions of 5.2. But then P&T N R T since R T is E,-local, thus the conclusion follows 
from 5.2. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. First assume that Y is a GEM. In that case we can in fact prove 
a slightly stronger version of 5.2 omitting the loops, namely, AiPW Y z 0 for all i 2 n. By 
(property 10) above Pw Y is also a GEM space. Since PwY is W-null GEM so is every 
retract of it. Now K(71iPW Y, i) for every i is a retract of PlyY thus this Eilenberg-MacLane 
space is W-null. By assumption on W we get niPw YzO by (property 2) for i 2 n, as needed. 
We proceed by induction on the construction of the polyGEM Y. We use the inductive 
filtration of the class of polyGEMs given in (0.2). We assume by induction that the 
conclusion of (5.2) holds for all k-polyGEMs. Let Y = Yk+ 1 be a (k + l)-polyGEM with 
Y k+l + X + X’ a fibration in which X,X’ are k-polyGEMs. Consider the (non-fibration) 
sequence: 
pWnyk+ 1 + P&X + P&X’. 
By Theorem D and (property 8) above this is a fibration up to a loop space Zu = A on 
a K(G, n)-null GEM denoted here by A. In other words it induces a fibration: 
A + h&Yk+l + Fibre(P,RX + P&2X’). 
Now A is a loop space on a K(G, n)-null GEM and therefore by the above argument its 
homotopy groups vanish above dimension n - 2. By the induction assumption the same 
holds for the base space of this last fibration sequence. Therefore, it is also true for the total 
space as needed. 
COROLLARY 5.4. 1’ L,K(G, n) N * f or some f and all G then niL,R3 Y 1: 0 for i 2 n for 
any polyGEM Y. 
Remark. Again this is likely to be true without the looping. 
Proof: By 4.6.1 L,Q*Y is again a polyGEM. However, since L/K(G,n) N * we have 
L, = PK(G,n) / L or L,R* Y is a K(G, n)-null double loop space and the result follows by 
Theorem 5.2. 
In the following lemma we show how conditions (l)-(3) of 4.6 combine to render RA 
a small polyGEM. The main idea is that if a space X is both E,-local and E,-acyclic then it 
must be contractible. Since in 4.6 there is a “shift”, A can still have several (at most three) 
non-zero homotopy grops. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any homology theory E, there exist a typical number 1 I d I 00 such 
that if A is any l-connected space satisfying: 
(1) RA is an polyGEM 
(2) A is EZ/p-acyclic 
(3) R*A is EZjp-local 
then XiA N 0 except possibly for i E {d + 1, d + 2, d + 3). 
Further, the groups niA satisfy: 
(4) K(R~+~ A,d + 1) is EZ/p-acyclic 
(5) K(Q+~A, d + 1) is P,&ocal. 
In [5,Sections 6.1-6.41 the homological localization of K(G,n)‘s with respect to any 
homology theory with Z/pZ-coefficients EZ/p is given. We say that an abelian group G is 
HZ/p-local if K(G, n) is HZ/p-local for some (and thus for all) integers n 2 1. We need the 
following result of Bousfield. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. [S] Let G be any abelian HZ/p-local group. Then there exist an integer 
m with 1 5 m I co such that 
Lr&(G,i) N K(G,i) for 1 I i I m 
LEBIpK(G,i)N* form+2<i< co. 
Remark. In the extreme case m = co the space K(G, i) is &!/p-local for all 0 I i -C 00. 
It is clear from (property 2) that if LErlp K(G, i) N * for some i = d then the same holds for all 
i r d. Thus every homology theory E, has a transitional dimension as explained in [S, 8.11 
above which Eilenberg-MacLane spaces are &-acyclic. 
Example. For complex or real K-theory we have m = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We use the framework of Proposition 5.6. If for our homology 
theory E one has m = CO then we are in (3.5) (6.2) of [S] and the EZ/p-localization for any 
space is the same as HZ/p-localization, since being EZ/p-local is equivalent to being 
HZ/p-local. But since we assume that (3) R2A is HZ/p-local we get from properties of 
HZ/p-localization that A itself is HZ/p-local and thus A is EZ/p-local . But by (2) A is also 
EZ/p-acyclic. Thus A N *. Therefore, in that case the theorem is proved. If m = 1, it means 
that K(Z/ph, 1) is also &?/p-acyclic and therefore [5,4.1] ES/p is the trivial holomogy 
theory EZ/p 2: * therefore, R2A being EZ/p-local, means Q2A N +. Since A is l-connected 
we get A has at most one nontrivial homotopy in dimension 1, so the conclusion holds. 
We now get to the nontrivial case where the integer m in (5.6) satisfies 1 < m < co. 
Denote this integer specific to E by d = d(E) and we assume 1 < d < CO. 
We now use Corollary 5.3, to show that higher homotopy groups of A vanish. We can 
apply (5.3) with T = QA for the theory EZ/p and n = d + 2, since we have 
L,,,,K(G,d + 2) = * 1: PEL,~ K(G, d + 2). Since Sz T = Q2A is EZ/p-local and T = RA is 
a polyGEM we conclude that x&IT N niQ2A N 0 for i 2 d + 2. Therefore we get XiA N 0 
for all i 2 d + 4. 
On the other hand we have chosen d such that any HZ/p-local K(G, i) for i I d is 
EZ/p-local, as in (5.6) and [B 6.3,6.4]. Therefore, the d-Postnikov section of A namely PdA is 
P E,,dlocal since it is a finitely-repeated extensions of P,,,dlocal spaces by P,zldlocal 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces (property 9). 
Therefore, in the fibration 
The base if PEL16 local and the fiber being d-connected, has homotopy groups in at most 
three dimensions d + 1, d + 2 and d + 3 as we saw above. Now using (property 5) to localize 
the fibration: we apply PEzjp to get 
P&) -, PEZ,~A + P~z,p(fiA) = PdA 
The base in the original sequence being P,,-local, this is still a fibration. We will now show 
that all the three spaces in the fibration are contractible. Since L,z,,A 31 * by assumption we 
get PEEIpA = * by (5.1.1). We claim that PEz,,, a N * and also PdA N *. To see this notice that 
by the definition of d we have P,,,,K(G,d + i) N * for all i 2 2. Therefore, taking the 
(d + 1)-connected cover fibration over B and using (property 2) we get 
P’z& = PEzIB(K(G,d + 1) with G = &,+ ,a = ad+ 1A. 
But by (property 10) PEzip K(G, d + 1) is also a d-connected GEM. Now, from the above 
P,,,dlocalized fibration and from PEZip A ‘v *, we get that this d-connected GEM is the loop 
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space over a d-Postnikov section. This is possible only if both PdA and its loop space 
P,,,,K(G,d + 1) are contractible. In other words, A has no homotopy groups below 
dimension d + 1 and, in conjunction with the first part of the proof, has non-vanishing 
homotopy groups at most in the three dimensions d + 1,d + 2,d + 3 as claimed. 
Now we prove (4) and (5) of (5.5) To prove (4) consider the fibration sequence 
A(d+2)-+A+P,,,A 
where Pd+ 1 denoted the (d + l)-Postnikov section of A. By our assumption of d any 
K(G,d + i) is EZ/pZ acyclic for i 2 2. Since we know that A(d + 2) has homotopy groups 
only in dimensions d + 2 and d + 3 it must be EZ!/pZ acyclic. Now in the above fibration 
both total space and fiber are EZ/pZ-acyclic, so the base is EZ/p-acyclic too. But the base 
spacePd+lAisK(rc6+1 A,d + 1) since we know that the lower homotopy groups of A vanish. 
Finally to prove (5) we use the fibration sequence 
K(nd+3A,d + 1) + R2A + P&‘A. 
Again by our assumption on d every K(G,d - i) is EZ/pZ-local for i 2 0. Therefore, 
PdR2A is the total space of a fibration with PEH16 local base and fibre, hence it is P,zldlocal by 
(property 9). 
Since we assume (3) that Q2A is EZ/p-local we can conclude from the above fibration 
sequence that the fiber K(Q+ 3A, d + 1) is P,,,dlocal too, as needed. 
This completes the proof of (5.5). 
5.7. Localization with respect to Morava K-theories 
We now prove Theorem 5.1 as an example of applying the above to specific homology 
theories. Let K, be mode-p K-theory. K, is the first in the series of Morava K-theories 
K(n), we consider these theories here at an odd prime in line with [13,5] that consider 
K(n),-localization of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces for odd primes. Similar considerations 
works equally well for p = 2. 
Let LK be Bousefield’s homological ocalization at mod-p K-theory. The results above 
specialize to the effect of LK on double loop of a fibration sequence Q2F + C12E + R2B for 
a 2-connected space B. In that case we consider the “error term”, namely the homotopy fiber 
J of the map: 
LKQ2f+ fiber(LKR2E + L&‘B). 
We claim that this “error term” fiber is of the form J = R2A, where A satisfies conditions 
(l)-(3) of (5.5) above. First notice that since every KZ/p-local space is also HZ/p-local, all 
our spaces here are HZ/pZ-local. Second, J is clearly of double loop space since for any map 
f: I/ + W the and any fibration F + E -+ b over a 2-connected B, the canonical comparison 
map L,Q2F + fiber(L,Q’E + L,n2B) is the double loop of 
L,I,F + fiber(LZZfE + L,z,B). 
So the fiber of that canonical comparison map is the double loop of the fiber of that latter 
map (property 3). By (4.6) RA is a polyGEM and A is EZ/p-acyclic. 
Now it remains to recall that by a well-known result of Anderson and Hodgkin (see [S]) 
the space K(G, n) is KZ/pZ-acyclic for all n 2 3 and all G. On the other hand, by [S] K(G, 1) 
is KZ/pZ-local if it is HZ/p-local and G is abelian. Therefore, for mod-p K-theory one has 
d(KZ/p) = 1, where d is as in (5.5). Therefore, besides rco the possible homotopy groups of 
the error term J above are in dimensions one and two. Thus J is a disjoint union of 2-stage 
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Postnikov sections J = uJi with 
K(?rt,Z) + Jj -+ I(@,, 1). 
Now by (5.5) (5) we know that K(7c,,2) is KZ/p-local. Therefore, 7~ is H/@-complete 
without Z/#-torsion, i.e. a free module over Zg. Since Jo is a double loop space, this 
fibration splits because there are no non-trivial stable k-invariants in these dimensions and 
some have: Jo = K(n,, 2) x K(nl, l), see Lemma 57.1, [4,2.2]. 
This concludes the proof for the case of K-theory. 
We now turn to Morava K-theories at a given odd prime p. 
Since by the calculations in [114,12.1] z(n),K(G,n + 2) = 0 for any abelian group 
G and K<n),K(Z/pH,n + 1) = 0. We can apply (4.6), (5.6) with m = n and (5.5) above to 
conclude: If Y is the homotopy fiber of 
L,C,$2F --) fiber(Lk+, Q2E -+ LK<n$-12B), 
it fits into a fibration: 
K(F,n+l)xK(G,n)-rY-+K(S,n-1) 
where F is a torsion free group since by (5.5) (5) K(n,+ 1 Y, n -i- 1) is K(n),-local. 
Again Y being double loop space and F torsion free we can conclude that the possible 
K-invariant connecting the two higher groups must vanish. 
This concludes the proof of (5.1) for Morava K-theories at odd primes. 
LEMMA 5.7.1. (1) Let Y N R* Y’ be a KZ,fpZ-local space with izY’ a polyGEM. Then Y,, 
the Dali component of Y,jts into a~b~~tio~ K(F, 2) -+ Y, -+ K{G, 1) where F is a torsion~ee 
group. 
Proof: We use (54.1) for T = RY’. Since by [2] reduced mod-p K-theory vanish on 
K(H, 3) we get LKK(%, 3)~ *. AppIying (5.5) we get that Y, our K-local polyGEM fits into 
a fibration: 
K(G’,2) + Ye -+ K(G, 1). 
since it only has two non-vanishing homotopy groups in these dimensions. We claim that G 
is a torsion free group. To see this we observe that both base and total space Y are K(Tor, 2) 
null with respect to any abelian torsion group Tor: for the base directly observe that 
map,(K(Tor, 2), K(G, 1) N *. Now the total space Y is by assumption K-local so it is 
periodic with respect o any K-acyclic space such as K(Tor, 2) (5.1.1). Therefore, the fiber 
K(G’, 2) must also be K-local and in particular K(Tor, 2)-periodic, so it can admit no maps 
from K(Tor, 2). Hence Tor G’rO and G’ is torsion free. 
5.8. Standard examples 
We now give a short list of examples that show how the three possibly nontriviat 
homotopy groups in the error term in (5.1) and (5.5) actually arise in standard co-loop space 
fibration sequences. We consider the effect of LK on fibrations: 
(1) In the fibration 
SUh/p t * -+ BSVZfp 
the error term is K(Z/pZ,O) since LkBSUZ/p N BUZ/p, and SUZ/p is K-local. 
(2) In the fibration 
K(G, 1) --, * + K(G, 2) 
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for any abelian G, the error term in K(tor G, 1). 
(3) In the fibration 
K(Z, 2) + * + K(Z, 3) 
the error term is K(Z,2). 
Thus the three possible dimensions actually arise. Similar examples can be given for the 
higher Morava K-theories. 
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